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Sculpture art, as an important carrier of spiritual civilization, also portrays a prosperous scene as an industry with urban and
cultural development. ,ree-dimensional technology offers a new platform for sculpture creation, allowing for the digitization of
sculpture works via electronic information technology, and the display of sculpture works in front of people via displays, fa-
cilitating the exchange and dissemination of information and promoting the growth and progress of the entire sculpture creation
industry. We plan to use digital enhancement technology to conduct small-scale creation experiments on traditional sculpture
works, discuss the method of GA (Genetic Algorithm) in image restoration processing, investigate the method of image seg-
mentation processing based on the genetic algorithm, and propose the method of image segmentation processing based on the
fuzzy membership surface genetic algorithm, in order to verify and solve the creation difficulties of traditional sculpture works.

1. Introduction

As time passes, new technological means emerge one after
the other. ,e use of new technology has resulted in sig-
nificant changes in the way artists create art. ,e use of
digital technology in the design and production of sculptures
is becoming increasingly common [1]. Sculptors are in-
creasingly turning to computers to create virtual sculptures.
Sculptors can not only design sculptures with computer
software but they can also simulate the space environment in
which the sculptures will be displayed for a better display
effect [2, 3]. ,e creative process of sculpture art and even
the sculpture itself have separated from the limitations of
material materials thanks to three-dimensional modeling
design, which expands the creative means of sculpture to the
computer’s three-dimensional virtual space.

Digital sculpture is a small branch of digital art. A digital
sculpture is a combination of three-dimensional modeling
technology and traditional easel carving art, and artistic
creation by computer [4]. Digital sculpture, as a new dis-
cipline integrating art and science, has broad development
space and application fields. ,ree-dimensional technology
comes from life, develops in life, and feeds back into life.

,ree-dimensional digital technology refers to a computer-
related science and technology, which identifies and pro-
cesses images, sounds, characters, images, etc., through
advanced cushion equipment, converts them into binary
numbers “0” and “1” that can be identified and processed by
computers, and carries out operations, processing, storage,
transmission, and restoration through a series of algorithms
[5, 6]. Sculpture, as a traditional art category, plays an
important role in human history. As an important cultural
carrier, sculpture art has always had extraordinary signifi-
cance in human social and cultural life. It is for this reason
that the combination of contemporary sculpture art and the
most advanced digital technology can be regarded as the
inevitable trend of the times and the inevitable result of the
development law of sculpture art [7]. With the support of
digital technology, the creation accuracy of sculpture works
will be significantly improved, and the creation cycle and
cost will also be reduced, saving artists a lot of time and
energy to invest in more artistic creation.

It has been more than ten years since virtual technology
was used in sculptures. It has progressed from a supporting
technical tool to a singular artistic expression in the hands of
artists [8]. After a long period of development and
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improvement, 3D technology [9] now has a powerful data
simulation capability, allowing it to simulate and display
various detailed aspects in a virtual environment, such as
light and shadow, object material and color, motion track
and way, and geographic location, through practical oper-
ations. In this paper, digital technology is combined with
traditional sculpture art’s creative methods, and the research
of a sculpture art creation method based on digital tech-
nology is presented in order to meet the demand for in-
creased accuracy and efficiency in sculpture art creation.

2. Related Work

Although digital technology has been introduced into the
process of sculpture art creation by some artists, most of the
known research studies and attempts at present are the two
combinations between 3D scanning technology and 3D
printing technology, or digital carving technology and 3D
printing technology, but it is rare to study the compre-
hensive application of the three technologies [10]. 3D
printing technology, as the key technology of digital tech-
nology to finally create entities, has a great influence on the
realization of the idea of digitalization of sculpture art.
Literature [11, 12] is eager to use digital technology in their
own artistic creations, and they regularly hold personal
digital work exhibitions to demonstrate the benefits of
science and technology to art and to encourage young artists
to pursue careers in this field. Literature [13] investigates the
characteristics and connotations of art under the influence of
numbers, with the help of calculations. ,e majority of
studies in literature [14] are focused on digital media, virtual
art, and digital aesthetics, with only a few theoretical studies
on the use of digital technology in sculpture. On the one
hand, only sculptures on yellow mud, Chinese painting on
rice papers, and prints on copper plates, according to lit-
erature [15], can be considered true works of art. Computer
graphics, on the other hand, are highly technical, un-
touchable, and emotionless, and thus cannot be called art.
Literature [16] predicts that computers will evolve from
rational technology to artistic beauty and that digital
technology will have limitless applications.

Augmented reality technology is a technology that
“seamlessly” superimposes information from the virtual
world to the real world. By superimposing information
generated by computers into the real world, users can
achieve sensory experiences beyond reality. In Literature
[17], using an unsharp mask to enhance images, the con-
tribution of sharpening path is mainly controlled by adaptive
filters; contrast enhancement is needed in detail areas; little
or no sharpening is needed in smooth areas. Literature [18]
proposed a subimage histogram equalization enhancement
method based on exposure, and the exposure threshold was
used to divide the original image into subimages with dif-
ferent gray levels. Literature [19] proposed a hybrid image
enhancement algorithm, which is based on the contourlet
transform of sharp frequency localization and adaptive
histogram equalization. Literature [20] reset the coefficients
of the Laplacian pyramid directly after decomposing the
image with the Laplacian pyramid, which is easier to operate

on the coefficients, but it will cause a halo.,e initial weights
of BPNN (BP neural network) are optimized using an
improved GA in literature [21]. ,e simulation results show
that this method effectively improves the convergence speed
of the BP neural network by reducing the likelihood of it
falling into a local minimum. Literature [22] proposed the
concept of self adaptation, which adaptively adjusts the
crossover rate and mutation rate in response to individual
sensitivity and population diversity change, thereby im-
proving GA convergence speed. A better GA (Genetic Al-
gorithm) based on population dissimilarity was proposed in
literature [23]. ,e algorithm uses a heuristic crossover
strategy and can adjust the crossover scale, mutation scale,
and mutation rate of each gene in the mutant according to
the population’s diversity, avoiding premature population
convergence and speeding up evolution.

3. Research Method

3.1. Demand Analysis of Digital Enhancement Technology in
Sculpture Creation. Digital art is an artistic means by which
artists use computer technology as a support to simulate
three-dimensional scenes through digital information. ,is
way, artists’ creative consciousness is brought into space
from the plane, and an impossible thing is realized, which
greatly improves the scope of art. ,e Internet’s high-speed
media has enhanced the distance between the audience and
technology, and the aesthetic interaction between the au-
dience and art [24].

In the information age, computer technology endows art
with infinite possibilities, which makes its creation and
expression tend to be diversified. In the art of sculpture, with
the intervention of 3D digital software technology, a
sculpture is presented to everyone with a brand-new look.
,e demand for digital technology in sculpture creation is
manifested in two aspects:

(1) In the ordinary sculpture creation practice, using
computer to engrave 3D model, the structure of the
model is analyzed clearly at any time by marking,
and undo and advance continuously, which is a
function that traditional sculpture cannot achieve.
Practicing the component model in the software is
helpful for everyone to understand and master the
structure.

(2) In some large-scale sculpture creation, it is necessary
to enlarge the model according to the manuscript. In
the real world, there are some errors in the data of the
scanning model, which cannot meet the precise
requirements of large-scale projects. However, the
data of the model carved in the software are very
accurate, which can ensure the accuracy of the scaled
size.

Sculpture molding is a time-consuming and difficult
process in traditional sculpture creation. First and foremost,
the sculpture image must be designed. A draft or a sample
can be used in the design process. Sculpture mud, clay, oil
mud, pulp, gypsum, and other easy-to-form materials are
commonly used to create samples. ,e clay sculpture is then
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made in equal or reduced proportion to the draft or sample.
Of course, there are times when the draft or sample is not
used, and the equal proportion creation is performed on the
spot. It is necessary to construct the sculpture skeleton as
well as screen, and suppress the clay for a sculpture before
beginning to create the clay sculpture. Figure 1 is a schematic
diagram of the sculpture-making process under traditional
technical conditions.

In the aspect of 3D digital molding technology, it is
necessary to have a deep understanding of 3D printing,
engraving technology, and other digital molding technolo-
gies. To understand different molding processes, different
molding materials, and basic properties of materials in 3D
printing technology, understanding basic knowledge of these
can predict the effect of shaping the work. Because for 3D
printing technology, different molding processes are suitable
for different molding structures; for example, a stereo-
lithography apparatus process is suitable for a complex
mechanism and precision requirements. Today’s mainstream
design software generally updates its version once a year, and
each update will increase its function. In order to better create
art, attention is always paid to software version upgrades, and
new features of the software are constantly studied.

When using 3D digital modeling technology to create
sculptures, it is essential to master the basic knowledge of
sculptures and basic techniques of creation, and it is also
necessary to master 3D digital software and fully understand
related molding technologies. Cultural literacy refers to the
sculptor’s understanding, accumulation, mastery, and per-
ception of human cultural knowledge.

To begin with, only when sculptors have a thorough
understanding of human culture, particularly art culture, the
sculptures they create can have full vitality because they bear
the connotation of human culture, and they can perform the
aesthetic education function that art is supposed to perform.
Traditional sculpture art is rooted in a rich historical and
cultural heritage, as well as a rich national culture. It is more
easily accepted and recognized by the audience because it has
a strong affinity with the audience’s psychology and feelings.
As a result, cultural genetic defects of newmeans can only be
compensated for when digital sculpture creators use their
own cultural literacy and integrate cultural factors into
sculpture creation.

Secondly, sculptors must have the ability to discover
beauty. Artists should be discerning and discover the beauty
that ordinary people cannot find so as to remind people that
there are always beautiful things in the world. Furthermore,
an artistic expression ability is an essential artistic accom-
plishment for artists. Art expression refers to the process of
using professional skills to express artistic thoughts, that is,
artistic creation.

In addition, as a sculptor uses modern technology to
create a sculpture, it is very important to have the quality of
science, especially computer science. Combining cultural
literacy, artistic literacy, and scientific literacy and creating
excellent digital sculpture works is one of the necessary

qualities for sculptors who use 3D digital molding tech-
nology to create.

3.2. Digital Enhancement Application of Traditional Sculpture
Art. GA (Genetic Algorithm) is a kind of randomized
adaptive search algorithm that draws lessons from natural
selection and natural genetic mechanism in biology. Because
GA is a global optimization search algorithm, it can quickly
and effectively calculate complex nonlinear multidimen-
sional data space. Using a membership surface instead of a
threshold surface can also realize adaptive dynamic image
segmentation based on pixel clustering.

Several key steps in the implementation of GA based on
the fuzzy membership surface are as follows [25]:

(1) Chromosome coding. Because the membership
surface is used to realize dynamic image segmen-
tation, chromosomes are encoded into a two-di-
mensional matrix with membership function values
of each pixel as elements. ,e membership function
value is a real number within [0, 1]. For the con-
venience of operation, the membership function
value of each pixel is quantized by 8 bits so that the
solution space is 256M×N.

(2) Initializing the population. Let the population size be
K. Firstly, the gray range of the image is sampled at
equal intervals, and K. thresholds are collected for
global thresholding. ,en, K membership functional
value surfaces u2(x, y; T) about the background
fuzzy set are calculated as follows:

u2(x, y; T) �

1
2

f(x, y) − m1(T)
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α
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(1)

where constant C is the normalization factor, T is
any one of the K thresholds, and m1, m2 is the av-
erage gray value of two types of pixels, which can be
estimated from both sides of T in histogram h(g):

m1(T) �


T
g�0 gh(g)


T
g�0 h(g)

,

m2(T) �


T
g�T+1 gh(g)


T
g�T+1 h(g)

.

(2)

α is the compactness parameter of the mean value of
the element pair within the class, which can describe
fuzzy semantics such as approximate, close, and
similar, α≥ 0.

(3) Designing fitness function. ,e mask selects the
following two energy functions:
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where E1 is a consistency measure, and the smaller
E1 is, the closer the membership values of adjacent
pixels with respect to the same class. E2 is a measure
of mutual exclusion. ,e larger E2 is, the greater the
difference between the membership values of adja-
cent pixels with respect to different classes.

Horizontal filtering, vertical filtering, downsampling,
upsampling, and difference calculation are all part of the
Laplacian algorithm. Vertical filtering includes adding
horizontal boundary padding and vertical filtering, whereas
horizontal filtering includes adding vertical boundary
padding and horizontal filtering. Each row’s two padding
elements are calculated from four elements of their neigh-
boring peers, and the process is independent and irrelevant
with good parallelism. After padding is applied, the 1 ∗ 5
calculation window is shifted backward one bit at a time, and
the values of five elements in one row are used to calculate
the target value corresponding to the window’s central el-
ement in the target matrix. Each window size’s element
calculation is relatively independent, resulting in good
parallelism.

As shown in Figure 2, the upsampling is divided into two
parts: boundary calculation and body calculation. ,e
boundary value is calculated from the values of its adjacent
rows or columns. It moves backward one bit in turn with a
window of 1 ∗ 2 size, gets two elements of one row at a time,
and calculates the two-element values of the boundary row
of the target matrix. Actually, the first element value is
directly filled, and the second value is calculated from the
two values obtained. If the number of rows is odd, it is
necessary to calculate the boundary value of the first row,
and the rest of the row can be filled with the main body.

If the number of columns is odd, only the value of the last
column needs to be calculated, and the rest is filled by the
main part. Subject: moving back one bit by row and column
in a window of 2 ∗ 2 sizes, obtaining four elements of the
source matrix each time, and calculating the values of four
elements of the target matrix.

,e model coordinate system and image projection in
the virtual space are transformed into the geometric
transformation of the camera coordinate system. Camera
pose estimation is to calculate the pose of the mobile phone
camera in real time, and the initial matching point set is
obtained after obtaining the feature matching of the above-
mentioned image and the identification image.

With homography matrix transformation, the reversible
transformation from real projective plane to projective
plane, this mapping can be expressed by matrix
multiplication:

P � A × W × M, (4)

where P represents the coordinates of the two-dimensional
image; A represents the camera parameter matrix; W stores
the camera’s internal parameters; M is the coordinate of the
three-dimensional world.

W consists of two parts: the physical transformation of
the object plane for positioning observation and the pro-
jection R, T of the parameter matrix in the current camera.
[R | T] is a 3× 3 matrix, and the world coordinate system is
transformed into the camera coordinate system. ,e cor-
responding projection transformation relation is as follows:

W � [R | T]. (5)

,e world coordinate system and camera coordinate
system used by the Unity3D rendering engine are both left-
handed coordinate systems. On the android platform, JAVA
and C#methods are called each other through Android JDK,
and the camera pose parameters of the parameter matrix R
and T are transferred from Android to Unity3D so as to
realize the tracking registration of the virtual model from 2D
to 3D.

In this way, the algorithm as a whole will have a con-
ditional judgment for one row, which contains a conditional
compilation for the last column parity judgment; the last line
contains a conditional compilation judgment, which con-
tains a conditional compilation for the last column of parity
judgment; partial calculation includes a conditional com-
pilation of parity judgment for the last column.

+ +1 /2 =

Figure 2: Upsampling process.
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Figure 1: Sculpture-making process under traditional technical
conditions.
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SIMD (single instruction multiple data) is an instruction
to operate multiple data. It is an extension of the basic
instruction set of the CPU. It is mainly used to provide fine-
grain parallelism, that is, the parallel operation of small
pieces of data.

In view of the simplicity of the Laplacian algorithm here,
this part is combined with vertical filtering, which reduces
the calculation of some data. While optimizing SIMD of
vertical filtering, the data needed for downsampling are
directly reserved. ,ere are a lot of shift operations in the
improved algorithm, all of which use a shuffle instruction to
align data. ,e upsampling algorithm is not suitable for
SIMD optimization because of its many judgment
conditions.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

Traditional sculpture is taken as an example for developing a
traditional sculpture image recognition system. the mobile
device’s camera is initialized, keyframe photos of the real
scene are obtained, feature points are matched to identify
feature images, the mobile terminal’s pose is estimated, the
spatial distance is calculated between the virtual model and
the real scene, and superimposed on the current window to
generate the virtual model’s fused output. Figure 3 shows a
comparison of the effects of various feature detection
algorithms.

Other methods are likely to have a large number of
features, slow calculation speeds, and a limited number of
feature extraction speeds. ,e algorithm described in this
paper has a faster calculation speed and a higher recognition
efficiency of feature points, making it suitable for displaying
complex textures of traditional sculptures onmobile devices.
,e algorithm detects local features with a high recognition
rate and a high tolerance for light, noise, and small visual
angle changes. Furthermore, this algorithm’s feature dis-
tribution has more correct areas, and the matching accuracy
is relatively high. ,e improved feature matching algorithm
of this algorithm performs better in real time and high-
efficiency systems.

In the image segmentation method based on basic GA,
nine traditional sculpture images of 191×257 are segmented
by setting different segmentation parameters. Figure 4 shows
the corresponding relationship between parameters and
images.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the size of the cluster has a
great influence on the segmentation effect and the computer
time consumed by image segmentation. ,e larger the
population, the better the segmentation effect, and of course,
the more computer time it takes. Search algebra also has a
great influence on the segmentation effect. ,e more search
algebra, the better the segmentation effect. However, the
search algebra has little influence on the computer time
consumed by segmentation; so in order to improve the
segmentation effect without consuming too much compu-
tational time, the search algebra can be increased. ,e
number of variations has little effect on the segmentation
effect, and it also has little effect on the computer time of
image segmentation.

,e adjustable parameters of the GA segmentation
method based on the fuzzy membership surface include
population size, mutation times, search algebra, and fitness
function parameters. Next, by setting different parameters,
the image is segmented, and the segmentation results are
compared. ,e corresponding relationship between pa-
rameters and images is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the size of the pop-
ulation has a great influence on the segmentation effect and
the computer time spent on image segmentation. ,e larger
the population, the better the segmentation effect, and of
course, the more computer time it takes. Search algebra also
has a great influence on the segmentation effect. ,e more
search algebra, the better the segmentation effect. However,
the search algebra has little influence on the computer time
consumed by segmentation; so in order to improve the
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segmentation effect without consuming too much compu-
tational time, the search algebra is added. ,e number of
variations has little effect on the segmentation effect, and it
also has little effect on the computer time of image
segmentation.

,e Figure 6 shows the performance comparison among
the CPU (central processing unit) version, SIMD optimized
version, basic GPU (graphics processing unit) version, and
optimized GPU version of the Laplacian algorithm.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that as the image size
continues to grow, the acceleration ratio also increases.
,erefore, it can be seen that using the SIMD optimization
technique to optimize the CPU serial code is significant for
improving algorithm performance, and it is a very effective
optimization method.

,e performance comparison between the optimized
version of GPU and the basic version of GPU will be
compared in detail in the performance improvement chart
brought by the following optimization methods. Here, in
order to show the acceleration of GPU relative to the CPU
version, the performance improvement of the optimized
version of GPU for the basic version of GPU is not obvious.

,e main feature of geometric sculpture is that its
modeling is mainly geometric figures. In 3D software, it is
the modeling obtained by adding or subtracting figures
through the Boolean operation. Although geometric
sculpture is not as rich in surface changes as other shapes, it
gives people a simple and straightforward feeling with its
unique and minimalist shape.

Structural sculpture mainly emphasizes the structure of
works, which is its external manifestation and also the
embodiment of its essence and spirit. Usually, the structure
is not only the support but also the main component of the
enriching sculpture form, and its change will directly affect
the change of the sculpture shape. In many art exhibitions,
you can see many structural sculptures with rich changes
and aesthetic feelings.

,e boundary padding part is integrated with the hor-
izontal filter kernel, and the horizontal filter kernel is op-
timized by combining boundary optimization, conditional
compilation, and vectorization. ,e performance results are
shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, with the increase of the
image size, the acceleration ratio greatly increases, and the
acceleration ratio is between 14 and 173.

An improvisation is a form of entertainment for artists,
as it allows them to express their innermost feelings as
quickly as possible. It is a dialogue betweenmind andmatter,
as well as a state of selflessness, that is embodied in sculpture
creation.,e characteristics of the object are conformed and
caught, the “truth” of the object lurking in the depths are dig
out, and finally, the work is completed according to the
original characteristics of creative materials. ,is method of
creation necessitates the author’s artistic ability, as well as
keen insight and judgment, and the process of creation is the
process of conforming to “God’s will” and gradually re-
leasing it from mixed purity. Because the scheme is un-
certain, each step is the work’s birth process, and each step
gives the creator a new feeling.

Figure 8 shows the performance improvement of the
upsampling algorithm after kernel fusion, conditional
compilation, and boundary processing optimization. It can
be clearly seen that with the increase of the image size, the
speedup ratio increases greatly.

,e choice of technical means will undoubtedly affect the
presentation form of sculpture works, as sculpture is an
artistic form expressed by modeling features. We can only
deal with the sculpture language and then express artistic
ideas using certain technologies. Many sculpture creators
nowadays use the pursuit of pure art as an excuse to avoid
personally participating in the technical work of sculpture,
believing that as long as the artistic conception is presented
by themselves, it is regarded as their own creation, regardless
of who provides the technical work or what kind of tech-
nology is used to complete it. As a result, once technological
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research has progressed to a certain point, digital sculpture
creation requires the guidance of artistic theory and artistic
achievement, as well as the coordinated development of
technical means and artistic achievement so that it can not
only demonstrate technology but also create artistic works
that shock the soul.

Figure 9 shows the performance of several optimization
methods with obvious performance improvement for the
basic GPU version. ,is section gives the performance
comparison data of vertical filtering and downsampling after
partial optimization.

From Figure 9, it can be seen that vertical filtering and
downsampling are used to optimize by processing four
columns at the same time, which can improve the distin-
guishable performance. It can be seen that the simplified

algorithm is indeed helpful to performance optimization,
but it is not the bottleneck problem of the algorithm per-
formance and has limitations on the optimization effect of
the algorithm. Adding the optimization method of padding
does not improve the performance, but it does enable the
GPU kernel to handle input images with more diversified
sizes, and the performance will not be reduced by adding
conditional judgment, which theoretically optimizes the
algorithm in the process of improving the algorithm.

Digital modeling technology participates in sculpture
design and production. Although it has brought a more
efficient way of creation to sculpture art and some negative
effects to traditional sculpture art, as long as the new
technology is treated calmly and used, the development of
sculpture art will be promoted.

Some people who have not received professional
sculpture training can also use software to make sculpture-
like shapes, but such shapes lack the language features that
sculpture should possess and reflect through professional
knowledge. After all, a pile of mud made by people without
professional knowledge in sculpture art cannot be called
“mud.” ,e sculpture is called art because it has thresholds
and requirements.

5. Conclusion

,ree-dimensional technology provides a new carrier for
sculpture creation, and sculpture works are displayed in
electronic display instruments through electronic infor-
mation technology, which just promotes the development
and spread of sculpture culture and the development and
progress of the whole sculpture creation industry. Software
belongs to software thinking. ,erefore, in artistic creation
activities, the creator’s thinking is the main guide, supple-
mented by software thinking. Dealing with the interaction
between the two will make artistic creation more efficient,
provide artists with modeling forms beyond their own
thinking limits, bring new thinking enlightenment, and
stimulate artists’ creative ability. ,is paper discusses the
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method of GA in image restoration processing, and the
experimental results show that the image restoration pro-
cessing method based on GA can improve the image res-
olution and quality. Future works will continue to solve the
problem of matching recognition between traditional
sculpture art and the human face. By recognizing facial
expressions, we can display different mask expressions with
rich cultural connotations and further improve the mobile
terminal to add new functions in displaying other interactive
experiences of traditional sculpture art.
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architecture and architecture in 2021 Reform and practice of
sculpture teaching system of environmental design specialty
in Architectural Colleges and Universities (2021jy71).
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